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Abstract We present in this talk the survey on the following external damping problem

utt + (−∆)σu+ ut = ||D|au|p

u(0, x) = u0(x)

ut(0, x) = u1(x)

with the assumption on the powers: 0 < a < σ, p > 1, as previously, but the parameter σ
belongs new range σ ∈ (1,∞). In the literatures that are devoted to the similar model with
diffusion properties, the range 0 < σ < 1 is stated frequently as a default, since only inside this
restricted range, the operator (−∆)σ is stable. However other extended values of parameter σ
occur too in the real-world problems and it gives the interests in study. We present our method of
research instead of applying the statistics and probability notions, as it was proved successfully
for the classical case σ ∈ (0, 1). Our results indicate besides which essential conditions for
differential operators that would influence on the decay estimates and the solvability as well for
these initial value problems.
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